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Problem

Results

Rankings data, of which each observation is a set of order items, is
wildly used in voting. While the real-world ballots are abundant and
hard to evaluate, we wish to create models to describe the preferential voting data for House of Representatives in Australia. I use the
PlackettLuce [4] R package and data from GitHub [3].

For presenting, we choose electronic records from the Cessnock electorate.
• Step 1: Process raw data
– Transform from text file to ranking object
Labels: {0 : NP, 1 : CDP, 2 : NLT, 3 : GRN, 4 : CLP}
Example: ballot (0, 1, 4, 3) 7→ “NP > CDP > CLP > GRN”
– Transform from partial ranking to full ranking object
Given: “NP > CDP > CLP” (missing NLT and GRN)
Return: “NP > CDP > CLP > GRN = NLT”
• Step 2: Fit raw data with the Plackett-Luce model
We had two choices for model fitting. The first one was to fit with full raw
data, the second one was fitting with only 5-preference ballots.

Comparison
Table2: Comparison for model fitted with raw and simulated ballots
NP
CDP
NLT
GRN
CLP
Raw_Model
-0.0125 -0.4172 -0.0651 -0.1013 0.5961
Simulated_Model -0.0023 -0.4229 -0.06623 -0.10879 0.60026

Fig. 5: Counts of raw and simulated ballots,
each point represents a particular ordering of
candidates

Fig. 6: Some outliers from Fig. 5

Fig. 3: Model with full raw data
Fig. 1: Sample ballot paper
Fig. 2: Raw electronic records of ballots cast in NSW 2015

[1]

Model
• Bradley-Terry model (pairwise comparison) [2]

αx
Pr(item ix beats iy ) =
αx + αy
αx: inner ‘worth’/‘strength’ of item ix

(1)

• Luce’s axiom (choose from finite set) [4]

Pr(ij | S) = P

αij

i∈S

(2)

αi

S = {i1, i2, i3, . . . , iM }
• Plackett-Luce model (partial ranking) [4]

Pr(i1 ≻ i2 ≻ · · · ≻ ij ) =

Parties
NP
CDP
NLT
GRN
CLP
Coefficients
-0.01253 -0.41716 -0.06512 -0.10130 0.59611
Coefficients_ranking
2
5
3
4
1
1st_preference
2792
482
405
1277
5719
1st_preference_ranking
2
4
5
3
1
Table1: First preference counts and fitted coefficients
– The ‘1st_preference counts’ aggregates first preferred parties for all types
of ballots. Ballots were categorized based on the length (either partially or
fully filled).
– The result from the table shows two ranking orders are similar, except for
minor discrepancies in the order between the third to fifth ranking.
– One explanation for the discrepancy is that if a party is more likely to
be selected in second or third place, the model will consider this ranking
relationship while ‘1st_preference counts’ not.
• Step 3: Simulation procedure
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αij
P
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Fig. 4: Model with data with only 5-preference ballots

i∈S

αi

(3)

a ≻ b : a has a higher ranking than b
• Advantages of the Plackett-Luce model
1. Allows partial rankings
2. Allows tied ranks
3. Allows ML estimation for disconnected or weakly connected networks (with argument npseudo)

– To simulate the exact size of ballots as raw ballots, different types of ballots
simulation should be the same number as the original ballot.
– Simulation with full raw data still included invalid ballots like “NP = CDP =
CLP = GRN > NLT” after transformation.To exclude it, we figured out two
solutions:
(i) sampling with rejection; (ii) only focusing on ballots with full length.
– Also, as figure 2 shows, most ballots were concentrated in 1-length and
5-length ballots, so we decided to use model with only five-preference
ballots for simplicity and made comparisons between raw and simulated
ballots.

Generally, models share similar coefficients for ‘worth’ estimation.
The 1st_preference count indicates NP (National Party) and CLP
(Country Liberal Party) are the top two popular parties in this electorate. The model would simulate more ballots with CLP ranking
first as it had the largest coefficient. That is why in the selected outliers, it only simulated 1 ballot for ranking “NP > CDP > NLT > GRN
> NLT”. However, given we largely have a two-party system in the
real voting scenario, the voting for either NP first or CLP should all
be large. The Plackett-Luce model doesn’t capture this information.
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